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Stochastic motion of particles in a highly unstable potential generates a number of diverging trajectories
leading to undefined statistical moments of the particle position. This makes experiments challenging and
breaks down a standard statistical analysis of unstable mechanical processes and their applications. A newly
proposed approach takes advantage of the local characteristics of themost probable particlemotion instead of
the divergent averages. We experimentally verify its theoretical predictions for a Brownian particle moving
near an inflection in a highly unstable cubic optical potential. The most likely position of the particle
atypically shifts against the force, despite the trajectories diverging in the opposite direction. The local
uncertainty around the most likely position saturates even for strong diffusion and enables well-resolved
position detection. Remarkably, themeasured particle distribution quickly converges to a quasistationary one
with the same atypical shift for different initial particle positions. The demonstrated experimental
confirmation of the theoretical predictions approves the utility of local characteristics for highly unstable
systems which can be exploited in thermodynamic processes to uncover energetics of unstable systems.
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Introduction.—Unstable stochastic dynamics ofmechani-
cal objects is a common ingredient of processes inside
mechanical machines. They use explosive fuel to move a
piston or itsmicroscopic equivalent, adenosine triphosphate,
to perform individual strokes [1–4]. However, instability
generates rapidly diverging trajectories which complicate
the description of motion, its experimental observation, and
applications. Such trajectories can make all statistical
averages increase very fast or even diverge. The standard
deviation of position can diverge faster than its mean; hence,
the observed average motion quickly becomes uncertain.
Moreover, the probability density of the position can develop
a heavy tail and, therefore, all its moments will diverge [5,6].
All this limits the statistical description of transient effects in
unstable potentials and makes experimental observations
challenging. The detrimental effects appear even in a
strongly overdamped regime, where a system intensively
dissipates energy to the environment. The simplest example
is an overdamped Brownian particle diffusing in the highly
unstable cubic potentialVðxÞ ¼ μx3=3. The Langevin equa-
tion for the particle position reads

γ
dx
dt

¼ −V 0½xðtÞ� þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2γkBT

p
ξðtÞ; ð1Þ

where γ is the friction coefficient, T is the ambient temper-
ature, kB the Boltzmann constant, and ξðtÞ stands for

the delta-correlated Gaussian white noise, hξðtÞi ¼ 0,
hξðtÞξðt0Þi ¼ δðt − t0Þ.
Equation (1) with the cubic potential VðxÞ ¼ μx3=3

models dynamics at the saddle-node bifurcation [7,8],
which arises in several nonlinear stochastic models of
physics, biology, and chemistry. Examples include optical
bistability in lasers [9–11], firing of neurons [12,13],
Brownian ratchets [14–17], and nonlinear maps [18].
Even though we primarily focus on the cubic nonlinearity
with the inflection point, the described methodology is
broadly applicable to any highly unstable potential. This we
demonstrate in the Supplemental Material [19] on promi-
nent examples: the unstable potential with no stationary
point and the unstable potential with a local minimum. The
latter is frequently used to study decays from metastable
states in condensed matter models [26,27].
The instability in the cubic potential has been theoreti-

cally analyzed by means of statistical moments for times
shorter than the appearance of any diverging trajectory [5]
and using first passage times for distances far away from
the instability [7,9,10,12,13,18,28–36]. In both cases,
dynamical effects have been found to be stimulated by
the initial temperature of the particle and the temperature of
the surroundings. Recently, both described regimes have
been observed experimentally for a micron-sized particle
trapped in optical tweezers [37]. However, the transient
regime beyond short-time approximation remained without
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any description and physical understanding. The lack of
description and understanding undermines applications of
unstable stochastic dynamics in nanotechnology and in
quantum technology.
Recently, a new methodology focused on the most likely

position of the particle in unstable potential has been
developed [6]. It uses directly measurable local features of
the probability density of position instead of global diverging
statistical moments. During the transient dynamics, this
methodology evaluates a shift of the probability density
maximum instead of the mean value and local curvature
around the maximum instead of the standard deviation.
Moreover, a transient decay of the probability density
function (PDF) of particle position at late times follows
Pðx; tÞ ∼QstðxÞe−λ0t, where QstðxÞ is a time-independent
normalized PDF independent of initial conditions, and λ0 is a
positive decay rate. The PDFQstðxÞ is the so-called quasista-
tionary distribution [38–44], and it predicts both the shift and
local curvature of position PDF in the long-time limit.
In this Letter, we experimentally demonstrate the appli-

cability of this local description focused on the most likely

particle position in the unstable cubic potential illustrated in
Fig. 1. The experimental data agree well with theory even
for a small sample of measured trajectories, showing that
the theory is robust and applicable even under severe
experimental imperfections. We unambiguously distin-
guish the atypical shift of the most likely position for
transients longer than the short-time limit and experimen-
tally verify a fast convergence of the position PDF to the
quasistationary state. Finally, we derive and experimentally
verify the quasistationary generalization of the equiparti-
tion theorem showing that the quasistationary state has high
energetic content which can be utilized in a postselection
process removing divergent trajectories.
The experiments verify that the methodology proposed

in Ref. [6] removes existing limitations in description and
understanding of transients in highly unstable potentials.
Experiments with other typical unstable potentials are
included in the Supplemental Material [19]. They demon-
strate wide applicability of the approach beyond the cases
discussed in Ref. [6]. Direct applications of such most
likely motion in unstable systems are expected in Brownian
motors. The methodology can be translated to the recently
achieved underdamped regime [45–47] and developing
experiments approaching the quantum regime [48–50].
Experiments.—The quasi-one-dimensional cubic poten-

tial profile VðxÞ ¼ μx3=3, μ ¼ ð4.07� 0.03Þ kBT μm−3

was created by two pairs of counterpropagating
Gaussian laser beams in the configuration that ensures a
conservative optical force [51,52]. We tracked the particle
position with a CCD camera at 2000 fps. The frame rate is
fast enough to analyze the transient unstable stochastic
dynamics. Technical details of the setup and data process-
ing are described in the Supplemental Material [19].
Strong instability of the cubic potential limits the

duration of the experiments. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the
number of nondiverging trajectories decreases rapidly with
time. Thus, also the size of the ensemble of measured
particle positions rapidly decreases because the divergent
trajectories are excluded from the statistics. For example, at
t ¼ 1 s we processed into PDFs of roughly 55% of the
total number of recorder trajectories (starting at x0 ¼ 0).
At longer times, the number of nondiverging trajectories
decays exponentially ∼e−λ0t. Therefore, due to the strength
of instability, a sufficient statistics of particle position is
practically unreachable at longer times. This behavior is
generic for highly unstable potentials (see other examples
in the Supplemental Material [19]).
Furthermore, for such an unstable potential, the total

number of trajectories recorded with a specific particle was
rather limited. Typically, we performed ≈100 measurement
cycles under the same experimental conditions. After that, a
fine readjustment of the experimental system was needed to
compensate for systematic changes like intrinsic mechani-
cal drifts. Consequently, the profile of the optical potential
slightly varied from the previous one, and, thus, the new set

FIG. 1. The most likely motion of a particle in the highly
unstable cubic potential. Upper-left axis: The potential VðxÞ
recovered from the experimental trajectories (blue points) fitted
by the cubic dependence (black solid line). Upper-right axis: The
normalized measured PDF for xðtÞ at t ¼ 1 s (histogram).
Central-right axis: A typical set of nine measured trajectories
starting at x ¼ 0. The yellow sphere illustrates the size of the used
colloidal particles (diameter ≈1 μm). Lower panel: Individual
stripes show a measured PDF at different times (the lower-right
axis). The mean particle position (the red curve) diverges around
t ¼ 0.3 s. In fact, all measured moments diverge at the same time.
Contrary to this, the black curve demonstrates the regular
evolution of the most probable particle position (the position
of the PDF maximum) shifting to the right from x ¼ 0 against the
direction of acting force.
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of trajectories could not be mixed with the previous one
into a larger statistical ensemble of measured trajectories.
Most likely position and its atypical shift.—A Brownian

particle in the optical cubic potential and the results of a
typical measurement are illustrated in Fig. 1. The histogram
in the figure illustrates the measured PDF at time t ¼ 1 s.
The unstable cubic potential induces three crucial effects in
the position PDF: (i) a heavy tail for x ≪ −ð3kBT=μÞ1=3,
(ii) a light tail for x ≫ ð3kBT=μÞ1=3, and (iii) a shift of the
PDF maximum away from x ¼ 0. Moreover, owing to the
thermal noise, the PDF after a short time loses all
information about the initial particle position and attains
a time-independent (quasistationary) spatial shape.
The weight of the heavy tail quickly increases with time

because of a growing number of diverging trajectories
(shown in the middle panel of Fig. 1). Several of them
diverge in a short time; consequently, the averages hxðtÞi
(cf. red curve in the lower panels) and hx2ðtÞi computed
over all measured trajectories quickly grow above all
bounds. These average global characteristics are strongly
influenced by the divergence and, hence, bare no meaning
for the description of the particle position [37]. The heavy
tail negatively influences all quantities based on averaging
over all trajectories.
Instead, as proposed in a recent theoretical work [6], it is

beneficial to focus on the local characteristics. The first of
them is the most likely particle position xmaxðtÞ given by the
maximum of the PDF Qðx; tÞ; see the black curve in the
lower panel of Fig. 1. The second one quantifies a local
uncertainty around the most probable position. It is defined
as the (inverse) normalized curvature at the PDF maximum,

σ2ðtÞ ¼ Q½xmaxðtÞ; t�
j∂2

xxQ½xmaxðtÞ; t�j
: ð2Þ

Different from the diverging mean and variance, the local
quantities xmaxðtÞ and σðtÞ remain finite and attain finite
constant values at long times (see Fig. 3 and the discussion
below). The ratio xmaxðtÞ=σðtÞ specifies a local visibility of
the most likely particle position.
The measured time evolution of the local quantities is

shown in Fig. 3 for different initial positions x0, x0 ¼ −1,
−0.75, −0.5, −0.25, and 0 μm. For large negative x0, the
maximum xmaxðtÞ drifts first in the direction of the acting
force, −μx2. Later, it passes through its minimal value and
starts to shift back against the force. Eventually, xmax
becomes positive and independent of time and of the initial
position. This is accompanied by non monotonic dynamics
of the local standard deviation σðtÞ. For large negative x0, it
passes through a pronounced maximum and later decreases
[which corresponds to a sharper peak of Qðx; tÞ].
Quasistationary state in the unstable potential.—A

remarkable fact demonstrated in Fig. 3 is that the two
local characteristics quickly converge to constant values
independent of initial conditions. The limiting values

correspond to local properties of the quasistationary dis-
tribution, QstðxÞ. The PDF QstðxÞ naturally arises in our
experiment and is inherent in all highly unstable systems.
The quasistationary distribution is defined as the long-

time limit of the normalized position PDF: QstðxÞ ¼
limt→∞Pðx; tÞ=SðtÞ, where Pðx; tÞ satisfies the Fokker-
Planck equation for the discussed model, and SðtÞ ¼Rþ∞
−∞ dx0Pðx0; tÞ is the survival probability [53], which
gives the probability that the trajectory has not diverged
by the time t. Because of the high instability of the
potential, the number of nondiverging trajectories decreases
exponentially SðtÞ ∼ e−λ0t, Pðx; tÞ ∼QstðxÞe−λ0t, and the
normalized PDF Qðx; tÞ ¼ Pðx; tÞ=SðtÞ converges expo-
nentially fast to QstðxÞ. Introducing the normalized PDF
Qðx; tÞ into the Fokker-Planck equation corresponding
to the Langevin equation (1) yields that QstðxÞ is given
by the normalized eigenvector for the smallest λ0 of the
Fokker-Planck operator in question [6]:

1

γ
½kBT∂2

xx þ ∂xV 0ðxÞ�QstðxÞ ¼ −λ0QstðxÞ: ð3Þ

Equation (3) is proven in the mathematical literature
on quasistationary distributions [39] and explained on
physical grounds in the Supplemental Material [19].
Figure 2 demonstrates fast convergence of the measured
PDF in the highly unstable cubic potential VðxÞ ¼ μx3=3

FIG. 2. Convergence of the position PDF Qðx; tÞ towards the
quasistationary state QstðxÞ. The experimentally measured PDFs
(histograms) are in a reasonable agreement with the numerical
solutions of the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation (dashed
lines). Solid lines in the lower panels depict the quasistationary
PDF QstðxÞ calculated from Eq. (3). The atypical shift of xmaxðtÞ
right from x ¼ 0 is clearly observable.
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towards QstðxÞ calculated from Eq. (3) (with natural
boundary conditions). The histogram of measured positions
is well approximated by QstðxÞ already for short times,
t > 1 s.
Figures 2 and 3 show that the quasistationary limit of

xmaxðtÞ, xmax ≡ limt→∞xmaxðtÞ is shifted right from the
origin against the direction of the acting force. This reflects
the tendency of long nondiverging trajectories (the trajec-
tories that have not diverged by the long time t, t → ∞) to
diffuse right from x ¼ 0 for most of the time. Such long-
surviving trajectories tend to avoid negative values of x,
because an excursion to negative x, where the strong force
may cause their divergence, would almost surely be fatal
for them. Thus, the long-surviving trajectories are most
probably found on the plateau region slightly right from
x ¼ 0.
In order to distinguish this quasistationary atypical shift

in experimental data, the quasistationary value of σðtÞ, σ ≡
limt→∞σðtÞ should be reasonably small compared to xmax.
Large σ corresponds to a broad distribution around the
maximum, where it may be hard to measure xmax with
sufficient precision. The experimental results demonstrate
saturation of the “shift-to-noise” ratio xmax=σ¼ð0.5�0.2Þ.

The solution of Eq. (3) predicts that xmax=σ ≈ 0.67. These
values are sufficiently large to clearly observe the atypical
shift of xmax from the origin. The atypical shift is a robust
effect which can be observed even without cooling and for
a strong nonlinearity.
Rate of divergence.—The magnitude of the eigenvalue λ0

gives a quantitative measure of stability of the studied
system. It is equal to the slowest decay rate in the given
potential [54], or in our case, the rate at which the
trajectories diverge. Evaluating Eq. (3) at x ¼ xmax and
identifying the quasistationary inverse local curvature σ2

according to its definition (2), we obtain the relation

λ0 ¼
1

γ

�
kBT
σ2

− V 00ðxmaxÞ
�
; ð4Þ

which allows us to determine λ0 directly from stationary
local quantities xmax and σ. Using μ ¼ ð4.07�
0.03Þ kBT μm−3 estimated from the experimental data,
we calculate numerically QstðxÞ, xmax, and σ from
Eq. (3), which yields λ0 ¼ ð0.44� 0.01Þ s−1. The recip-
rocal magnitude 1=λ0 of the eigenvalue is the characteristic
(longest) decay time. For our experiment, we get
1=λ0 ¼ ð2.27� 0.05Þ s. The decay time describes the
asymptotic exponential decrease of the average number
of nondivergent trajectories. Its magnitude of ≈2.3 s
ensures that on average there are still enough trajectories
around the time 1.5 s, where the quasistationary state
emerges; see Figs. 2 and 3 to compare the timescales.
Quasistationary equipartition theorem.—The counterin-

tuitive shift of xmax from zero suggests an interesting
quasistationary energetics of the unstable system. As a
first step towards the development of such a theory, we
have derived a generalized equipartition theorem for the
quasistationary state. The basic idea behind the theorem is
to keep only nondiverging trajectories by a proper post-
selection process (other trajectories are discarded). For odd
unstable potentials VðxÞ ∼ xn, n ¼ 3; 5;…, the result
reduces to the simple formula for the mean potential energy
of the Brownian particle,

hVðxÞist;þ ¼ kBT
n

þ λ0γ

2n
hx2ist;þ: ð5Þ

Here, the averages are taken over a sufficiently stable section
of the system based on the positive half line x > 0. That
is, over the conditional PDF Qst;þðxÞ ¼ θðxÞQstðxÞ=R∞
0 dx0Qstðx0Þ, which describes the quasistationary statistics
of the stable region, where themost likely particle position is
located. The result (5) is obtained directly from the quasista-
tionary Fokker-Planck equation (3) after multiplication of
the equation by x2 and integration over x ∈ ð0;þ∞Þ. Its
general form is derived in the Supplemental Material [19].
The average potential energy hVðxÞist;þ is always higher

than that obtained from the corresponding equilibrium

FIG. 3. Atypical shift of the PDF maximum against the acting
force. Upper panel: The position of the PDF maximum xmaxðtÞ
for different initial positions x0 evaluated from the experimental
data (solid lines) and simulations (dashed lines). When
x0 < −0.5, all trajectories diverge extremely fast due to strong
instability. The green and the purple curves stop at time t ¼ 1 s
because there are not enough data points to reconstruct the PDFs
for t > 1 s. The lower panel shows σðtÞ evaluated for the same
data. The transient dynamics quickly converges to the quasista-
tionary state [constant dotted lines calculated fromQstðxÞ defined
by Eq. (3)].
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equipartition theorem hVðxÞieq ¼ kBT=n for the Gibbs
state with the same support: QeqðxÞ ¼ θðxÞ exp ½−VðxÞ=
kBT�=Z, where an infinite potential barrier restricts the
particle to x > 0 to protect it against divergence. The excess
energy in the quasistationary state is given by the second term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (5). This term is always posi-
tive. Its experimentally measured value ðλ0γ=6Þhx2ist;þ ¼
ð0.05 � 0.02ÞkBT agrees with the theoretical prediction
ð0.051� 0.001ÞkBT computed using Eq. (3) for the
measured μ.
In the conditional ensemble, we discard all diverging

trajectories with low potential energies located at x < 0.
The excess energy arises due to the heat accepted from the
surroundings by nondiverging trajectories. The heat QðtÞ
accepted during ð0; tÞ is QðtÞ ¼ V½xðtÞ� − V½xð0Þ� because
VðxÞ is time independent [55]. Remarkably, the quasista-
tionary conditional strategy can perform better in harness-
ing potential energy compared to the equilibrium one. This
opens possibilities for further thermodynamic investigation
of work and heat extractable from quasistationary states
and calls for extension of our method to time-dependent
potentials Vðx; tÞ, where QðtÞ will no longer be the simple
difference of potential energies [55].
Summary and perspectives.—Our experimental tests

successfully verified (i) utility of the approach based on
the most likely motion of the unstable process, (ii) fast
appearance of the quasistationary distribution for room-
temperature overdamped dynamics, and (iii) the generali-
zation of the equipartition theorem (5) for a regular part of
the quasistationary PDF. All experimental results are in
good agreement with the theory, even for a small number of
trajectories. We showed that the naturally arising quasista-
tionary state has higher energetic content than the equilib-
rium one. After further themodynamic investigation, this
finding may stimulate development of new approaches to
exploit this advantage and design new thermal machines
based on unstable dynamics. From a general perspective,
our results suggest a high potential of unstable systems for
future applications in microscopic machines. The next
experimental challenge is an unstable underdamped regime
[45–47], where novel phenomena connected to the most
likely dynamics are expected owing to the fact that the
underdamped-overdamped correspondence is frequently
broken even for stable dynamics [56–58]. Advantage-
ously, the approach can be directly translated to almost
unitary unstable dynamics in the quantum regime, where
the experiments are currently entering [48–50].
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